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Abstract We explore the potential of a popular distributional semantics vector space
model, word2vec, for capturing meaningful relationships in ecological (complex poly-
phonic) music. More precisely, the skip-gram version of word2vec is used to model
slices of music from a large corpus spanning eight musical genres. In this newly
learned vector space, a metric based on cosine distance is able to distinguish be-
tween functional chord relationships, as well as harmonic associations in the music.
Evidence, based on cosine distance between chord-pair vectors, suggests that an im-
plicit circle-of-fifths exists in the vector space. In addition, a comparison between
pieces in different keys reveals that key relationships are represented in word2vec
space. These results suggest that the newly learned embedded vector representation
does in fact capture tonal and harmonic characteristics of music, without receiving
explicit information about the musical content of the constituent slices. In order to
investigate whether proximity in the discovered space of embeddings is indicative of
‘semantically-related’ slices, we explore a music generation task, by automatically
replacing existing slices from a given piece of music with new slices. We propose
an algorithm to find substitute slices based on spatial proximity and the pitch class
distribution inferred in the chosen subspace. The results indicate that the size of the
subspace used has a significant effect on whether slices belonging to the same key are
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1 INTRODUCTION
selected. In sum, the proposed word2vec model is able to learn music-vector embed-
dings that capture meaningful tonal and harmonic relationships in music, thereby pro-
viding a useful tool for exploring musical properties and comparisons across pieces,
as a potential input representation for deep learning models, and as a music genera-
tion device.
Keywords word2vec · music · semantic vector space model
1 Introduction
Distributional semantic vector space models have become important modeling tools
in computational linguistics and natural language processing (NLP) [38, 61]. These
models are typically used to represent (or embed) words as vectors in a continuous,
multi-dimensional vector space, in which geometrical relationships between word
vectors are significant [3, 38, 40, 61]. For example, semantically similar words tend
to occur in close proximity within the space, and analogical relationships may be
discovered in some cases as vectors with similar angle and distance properties [61].
A popular approach to creating vector spaces for NLP is a neural network-based ap-
proach called word2vec [44]. In this paper, we explore whether word2vec can be
used to model a related form of auditory expression: music. We build upon the pre-
vious work of the authors [24], in which a preliminary model was built by training
word2vec on a small music dataset. This research takes a more comprehensive ap-
proach to exploring the extent to which word2vec is capable of discovering different
types of meaningful features of music, such as tonal and harmonic relationships.
In the field of music cognition, there is a long tradition of investigating how the
statistical properties of music influence listeners’ perceptual and emotional responses.
For example, the frequency of occurrence of tones in a key helps shape the perception
of the tonal hierarchy (e.g., the relative stability of different notes in the key) [33], and
the likelihood that a particular tone or chord will follow a previous tone(s) or chord(s)
helps drive tonal learning and expectation mechanisms [54, 49, 2], as well as emo-
tional responses to music [28, 41]. Researchers have employed various methods to
capture the statistical properties of music using machine learning techniques, includ-
ing Markov models [16], Recursive Neural Networks (RNNs) combined with Re-
stricted Bolzmann Machines [7], and Long-Short Term RNN models [8, 13, 18, 55].
Notably, these models all use input representations that contain explicit information
about musical structure (e.g. pitch intervals, chords, keys, etc). In the present re-
search, rather than relying upon this sort of explicit musical content (e.g., defining the
meaning inherent in particular notes and chords, such as their relative tonal stability
values), we use distributional semantics techniques to examine how contextual infor-
mation (e.g., the surrounding set of musical events) may be used to discover musical
meaning. The premise of this approach is that examining the surrounding context and
co-occurrence statistics of musical events can yield insight into the semantics (in this
case, musical relationships) of the domain.
In NLP research employing deep learning, vector space models such as word2vec
play an important role, because they provide a dense vector representation of words.
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In this research, we explore the use of word2vec in the context of music. Compu-
tational models of music often use convolutional neural networks (CNNs)[13, 32],
which are renowned for their ability to ‘learn’ features automatically [30, 52, 53].
These CNNs are typically combined with other models, such as memory-based neu-
ral networks like LSTMs [13] and RNNs [7], thus providing an end-to-end solution
without the need for hand-crafted features. Therefore, the word2vec representation
proposed in this research may provide an alternative input for RNNs and LSTMs in
the domain of music.
Few researchers have attempted to model musical context using semantic vec-
tor space models. Huang et al [27] used word2vec to model chord progressions as a
method of discovering harmonic relationships and recommending chords to novice
composers. Madjiheurem et al [39] also trained NLP-inspired models for chord se-
quences. In their preliminary work, only training results were compared, not the
actual ability of the models to capture musical properties. Using chords as input,
however, gives the model explicit musical content, and vastly reduces the extensive
space of all musical possibilities to a very small vocabulary. In this paper, complex
polyphonic music is represented as a sequence of ‘slices’ that have undergone no pre-
processing to extract musical features, such as key signature or time signature. Our
goal is to explore the extent to which word2vec is able to discover semantic similarity
and musical relationships by looking only at the context in which every musical slice
appears. We might adapt the famous saying by linguist J. R. Firth [20] from, “You
shall know a word by the company it keeps!” to “You shall know a slice of music by
the company it keeps”, where a slice of music is a note or chord within a particular
time interval.
The structure of the paper will be as follows: the next sections describe the im-
plementation of the word2vec model, followed by the way in which the music is
represented in this study. We then report on the model’s ability to capture tonal rela-
tionships, and then empirically test the model’s ability to capture key and harmonic
relationships (including analogical relationships across keys). The results section dis-
cusses the use of the model for music generation, and is followed by the conclusion.
2 Word2vec
The SMART document information retrieval system by Salton [56] and Salton et al
[57] was the first to utilize a vector space model. In this initial work, each document
in a collection was represented as a dot in a multidimensional vector space. A user
query was also represented as a dot in this same space. The query results included
the closest documents to the query word in the vector space, as they were assumed to
have similar meaning. This initial model was developed through building a frequency
matrix. Traditional methods for creating vector space models typically take a bag-of-
words approach [58] and create a vector representation for each word wi based on
the co-occurrence frequency with each other word w j. This initial representation can
then be post-processed using methods such as Positive Pointwise Mutual Informa-
tion [19, 40], normalization, and dimensionality reduction [17, 35]. Another popular
model is called GloVe [50], short for Global Vectors. This model also starts from
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a co-occurrence matrix and then trains a log-bilinear regression model to generate
embeddings on the non-zero elements. Subsequently, in the early 2000s, an interest
emerged in using neural network techniques such as word2vec for building vector
space models [5, 14, 15, 45, 46, 47].
In this research, we work with word2vec [44], which provides an efficient way to
create semantic vector spaces. A simple neural network model is trained on a corpus
of text, in order to quickly create a vector space that can easily consist of several
hundred dimensions [42]. In this multi-dimensional space, each word that occurs in
the corpus can be represented as a vector. This semantic vector space reflects the
distributional semantics hypothesis, which states that words that appear in the same
contexts tend to have similar meanings [23]. In terms of vector spaces, this means
that words that occur in the same contexts appear geometrically close to one another.
This allows us to assess semantic similarity of words based on geometric distance
metrics such as cosine distance.
Skip-gram with negative sampling Two types of approaches are typically used when
building word2vec models: continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and skip-gram. With
a CBOW approach, the surrounding words are used to predict the current word [43],
while the skip gram-model takes a current word and tries to predict the words in a
surrounding window of size c (see Figure 1).
Both models are computationally efficient and have low complexity, which means
that they can both handle a corpus of billions of words without much effort. Mikolov
et al [42] states that while CBOW models are often slightly faster, skip-gram mod-
els tend to perform better on smaller datasets. In this research, we used the latter
approach for the dataset described in Section 4.1.
In the current implementation, the neural network takes one word wt as input
and tries to predict one of the surrounding words wt+i. The input-output pairs are
randomly sampled k-times by selecting a random index value i from the full skip-
gram window c. All of the sampled values for i for one input word wt form the set J.
We can thus define the training objective as:
1
T
T
∑
t=1
∑
∀i∈J
log p(wt+i|wt), (1)
A softmax function is used to calculate term p(wt+i|wt), however, it is compu-
tationally expensive to calculate the gradient of this term. Techniques that allow this
problem to be avoided include noise contrastive estimation [22] and negative sam-
pling [44]. In this research we implement the latter.
Negative sampling builds upon the idea that a trained model should be able to
differentiate data from noise [21]. Based on this assumption, the training objective
is approximated by formulating a more efficient implementation in which a binary
logistic regression is used to classify real data versus noise samples. The objective
is to maximize the assigned probability of real words and minimize that of noise
samples [44].
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wt
wt−1wt−2 wt+1 wt+2
Fig. 1: Example of how a skip gram window of size c = 4 is determined on word wt
given a sequence of words.
Cosine distance Ds(A, B) is used to determine the distance between two words, rep-
resented by non-zero vectors A and B, in an n-dimensional vector space. The angle
between A and B is defined as θ . The cosine similarity metric can be calculated as
follows:
Dc(A, B) = 1− cos(θ) = 1−Ds(A, B) (2)
where Ds(A, B) refers to cosine similarity, a term often used to indicate the comple-
ment of cosine distance [59]:
Ds(A, B) =
∑ni=1 Ai×Bi√
∑ni=1 A2i ×
√
∑ni=1 B2i
(3)
The following section describes the representation that we used to port the word2vec
model to the domain of music.
3 Musical slices as words
Although music lacks the precise referential semantics of language, there are clear
similarities between these two expressive domains. Like language, music contains
sequential events that are combined or constrained according to what can be thought
of as a set of grammatical rules (although these rules are, of course, often more flexi-
ble for music than language). In addition, both domains are structured in such a way
that they generate expectations about forthcoming events (words or chords, etc). Un-
expected words or notes have both been shown to elicit “unexpectedness” responses
in the brain, such as the N400 or early right anterior negativity (ERAN) event-related
potentials (ERPs) [6, 31]. In language, grammatical rules place constraints upon word
order. In music, the style and music-theoretic rules influence the order of musical
events, such as tones or chords. Unlike language, of course, multiple musical ele-
ments can be sounded simultaneously, and may even convey similar semantics (for
example, instead of a C major chord containing the pitches of C, E and G, a high C
one octave above the lower C may be added, without altering the chord’s classifica-
tion as C major). Because of this feature of music, in which multiple events may be
presented simultaneously in addition to sequentially, we propose for the purpose of
this research that the smallest unit of naturalistic music is the ‘musical slice’ - a brief
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duration (contingent on the time signature, musical density, etc) in which one or more
tones may occur.
In order to investigate the extent to which word2vec is able to model musical
context, and how much semantic meaning in music can be learned from the context,
polyphonic music is represented with as little added musical knowledge as possi-
ble. We segment each piece in the corpus into equal-length slices, each consisting
of a list of pitch classes contained within that slice. More specifically, each piece
is segmented into beat-long, non-overlapping slices (note that different pieces can
have different beat durations). The duration of these slices is based on the beat of the
piece, as estimated by the MIDI toolbox [60]. In addition, pitches are not labeled as
chords. Instead, all pitches, including chord tones, non-chord tones, and ornaments,
are recorded within the slice. Also, pieces are not transposed to the same key because
one of the goals of this research is to explore if word2vec can learn the concept of
musical key. The only musical knowledge used is octave equivalence: the pitches in
each slice are converted into pitch classes. For example, both the pitch C4 and C5 are
converted to the pitch class C.
Figure 2 shows an example of how slices are encoded to represent a polyphonic
music piece. The figure includes the first six bars of Chopin’s Mazurka Op. 67 No. 4
and the first three slices for the encoding. Since a slice is a beat long, the first slice
contains E, the pitch class for pitch E5 in the quarter note. The second slice contains
E and A because of pitches E5 and A3 in the second beat. Note that we include E in
the second slice even though pitch E5 is a tie from the first beat (not an onset) but it
is still sounded in the second beat. Similarly, since the third beat contains pitches E3,
A3, E4, E5 (from the dotted tie), and F5, the third slice includes pitch classes E, A,
and F.
The example in Figure 2 can also be used to explain the choice of beat as the
slice duration. If the slice is longer than a beat, we may lose nuances in pitch and
chord changes. In contrast, if the slice is shorter than a beat, we may have too many
repetitive slices (where the content between slices is the same). Finding the optimal
setting for the duration of the slice is out of the scope of this paper, however more
research is warranted on this topic.
Fig. 2: Representing polyphonic music as a sequence of slices.
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In the next section, we describe a number of experiments that were conducted
in order to examine whether the word2vec model can capture meaningful musical
relationships.
4 Experimental validation
A number of experiments were set up in order to determine how well the geometry
of a vector space model, built on a mixed-genre dataset of music, reflects the tonal
musical characteristics of this dataset.
4.1 Dataset and model parameters
Machine learning research that involves training models on musical corpora [7] often
makes use of very specialized mono-genre datasets such as Musedata from CCARH1,
JSB chorales [4], classical piano archives2 [51], and Nottingham folk tune collec-
tion3. In this work, we aim to capture a large semantic vector space across genres.
We therefore use a MIDI dataset that contains a mix of popular and classical pieces4.
This midi collection contains a total of around 130,000 pieces, from a total of eight
different genres (classical, metal, folk, etc) and is referred to as “the largest MIDI
dataset on the Internet”5. From this dataset, we used only the pieces with a genre
label, in order to avoid lesser quality files. This resulted in a final dataset consisting
of 23,178 pieces.
Inspired by the existing literature on NLP models [40, 50], in which only the most
frequently occurring word types in the text are included in the model’s vocabulary,
we trained our model using only the 500 most occurring musical words (slices) out
of a total of 4,076 unique slices. Infrequently occurring words were replaced with a
dummy word (‘UNK’). This cutoff ensured that the most frequently occurring words
were included, as depicted in Figure 3. By reducing the number of words in our
vocabulary and thus removing rare words, we were able to augment the accuracy of
the model, as the included words occur multiple times in the training dataset. Figure 4
shows that lower training losses can be achieved when reducing the vocabulary size.
A number of parameters were set using trial-and-error, including learning rate (0.1),
skip window size (4), number of training steps (1,000,000), and number of dimen-
sions of the model (256). More details on the selection of parameters can be found
in [24].
1 http://musedata.org
2 http://piano-midi.de
3 http://ifdo.ca/seymour/nottingham/nottingham.html
4 https://www.reddit.com/r/datasets/comments/3akhxy/the_largest_midi_
collection_on_the_internet
5 http://stoneyroads.com/2015/06/behold-the-worlds-biggest-midi-collection-on-the-internet/
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Fig. 3: Frequencies of each musical slice in the corpus. The blue grid lines mark the
vocabulary size cutoff of 500 slices.
Fig. 4: Evolution of the average loss during training with varying vocabulary size. A
step represents 2,000 training batches.
4.2 Context to concept: Chords
The first musical concept that we examine is related to chords. Chords are a set of
pitches that sound together and form the building blocks of harmonization. We in-
vestigate if word2vec is capable of learning the concept of harmonic relationships by
examining the distance between slices that represent different chords. The goal is to
see if the distance between chords in word2vec space reflects the functional roles of
chords in music theory. It should be noted that, while we are studying triads in this
particular experimental context, the encoding can easily handle more complex slices
(from a single note to many simultaneous notes), as shown in Section 3.
In tonal music, chords are often labeled with Roman numerals in order to indicate
their functional role and scale degree in a given key. For example, the C major triad
(tonic) is labeled as I in the key of C major, as it is the tonic triad of the key. Triads
such as G major (V, dominant), F major (IV, subdominant), and A minor (vi, relative
minor) are considered common chords and closely related to the tonic triad in the key
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4 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 4.3 Context to concept: Keys
of C major. Others such as Eb major (IIIb), Db major, (IIb), and G minor (v) are less
associated with I in the key of C major.
In this study, we examined the distance between the tonic triad (I) and other triads
including V, IV, vi, IIIb, IIb, and v in three different keys. To calculate the distance be-
tween chords, we first mapped the chord to its pitch classes to find the corresponding
musical slice. The geometrical position of this slice was then retrieved in the learned
word2vec vector space. We then calculated the cosine distance between the word2vec
vectors of the pair of chords.
Figure 5 shows the distance between (a) C major, (b) G major, and (c) F major
triads. Generally, one can observe that the distances from a I triad to V, IV, and vi are
smaller than those to IIIb, IIb, and v. This finding is promising because it confirms the
chordal relationships in tonal music theory [33, 36], and thus shows that word2vec
embeddings are able to capture meaningful relationships between chords.
4.3 Context to concept: Keys
In this section we examine whether the concept of a musical key is learned in the
music word2vec space. In music theory, the relationships between keys in tonal mu-
sic are represented in the circle-of-fifths [37]. In this circle, every key is a fifth apart
from its adjacent neighbor, and therefore shares all pitch classes but one with the
adjacent key. For example, the key of G major is adjacent to (a fifth above) C ma-
jor, and contains all of the pitch classes of C major’s diatonic key signature, except
for including an F# instead of an F. When following the circle-of-fifths clockwise
from a given key, the farther one is from the original key, the more different pitch
classes are present. The concept of the circle-of-fifths is important in music, and has
appeared in the representations or output of various machine learning models such as
Restricted Boltzmann Machines [9], convolutional deep models [32], and to some ex-
tent, RNNs [12]. In this study, we examine whether the distance between keys in the
learned word2vec space of musical slices reflects the geometrical key relationships
of the circle-of-fifths.
We chose to experiment with Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier (WTC)’s 24 pre-
ludes, as it features a piece in each of the 12 major and 12 minor keys. The Well-
Tempered Clavier is a popular music collection for computational study of tonality
in music [1, 8, 10, 34, 48]. Each piece in the WTC was transposed to each of the
other 11 major or minor keys, depending on whether the original piece is major or
minor. Our augmented dataset therefore included 12 versions of the same piece, one
for each key. For each piece in the resulting augmented dataset, the musical slices
were mapped to the learned music word2vec space (trained on the full corpus as dis-
cussed in Section 4.1). The k-means algorithm was used to identify the centroid of
the slices for each piece. We used this centroid as the reference point for each piece
in the dataset, and calculated the cosine distance between centroids as a metric of the
distance between keys in the word2vec space. By comparing the centroid of a piece to
the centroid of its own transposed version, one can be sure that the distance between
the centroids is only affected by one factor: musical key.
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(a) Tonic chord = C major triad
(b) Tonic chord = G major triad
(c) Tonic chord = F major triad
Fig. 5: Cosine distance between slices that represent a tonic chord (C, G, or F major)
and its related functional chords. A training step represents 10,000 training batch
examples.
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Figure 6 shows the average cosine distance between pairs of centroids of pieces
in different keys in the learned word2vec space. Both axes list the keys in the same
order as they occur in the circle-of-fifths. Based on music theory, we expect this
similarity matrix to be blue/green near the diagonal (low distance) where we find
identical chords and chords a fifth or two fifths apart) and red/orange (high distance)
towards to the top-right and bottom-left corners, where we find pairs such as E-Db.
The color should then become blue/green (low distance) again near the top-right and
bottom-left corner because of the circular arrangement of keys in circle-of-fifths (e.g.,
F# is the fifth of B). It can be observed that the color patterns confirm the expectations
from music theory, both in (a) major and (b) minor keys, in Figure 6.
(a) major keys (b) minor keys
Fig. 6: Similarity matrix for average cosine distance between pairs of each of the
24 preludes in Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier and their 11 transposed versions in
word2vec embedding space.
4.4 ‘Analogy’ in music
One of the most striking results from word2vec in natural language processing is
the emergence of analogies between words. Mikolov et al [45] studied linguistic
regularity for examples of syntactic analogy such as ‘man is to woman as king is
to queen’. They proposed the analogy question to the learned word2vec space as
xa : xb = xc : xd, where xa, xb, xc are given words. Their goal was to search for xd in
the word2vec space where the vector xc-to-xd is parallel to the vector xa-to-xb. The
authors found xd by searching for the word for which xc-to-xd has the highest cosine
similarity to the vector xa-to-xb.
Although music lacks the explicit semantic content of language, researchers have
argued that the construct of analogy exists in music as, for example, the “functional
repetition” of musical content that is otherwise dissimilar [29]. Therefore, inspired
by computational linguistics [45], we explore the meaning of analogy in the music
word2vec space. Perhaps the most fundamental definition of analogy in tonal music
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would be the functional role of chords in a given key. For example, the relationship
between the tonic chord and the dominant (I-V) should remain the same in all keys,
i.e., C major triad is to G major triad in the key of C major as G major triad is to D
major triad in the key of G major. Based on this definition, we investigate the analogy
or relationship between a vector representing the transition from one chord to another
(called a ’chord-pair vector’), and its transposed equivalent in every key.
For the present experiment, we focused on three chord-pair vectors: C major-to-
G major (I-V chord-pair vector in major keys), A minor-to-E minor (i-v in minor
keys), and C major-to-A minor (I-vi, the tonic and its relative minor triad, in major
keys). In order to accommodate working with music instead of language, we had to
slightly adapt the question of how analogy is represented geometrically: instead of
searching for xd given xa, xb, and xc, we calculated the angle between the two chord-
pair vectors xa-to-xb and xc-to-xd given all four variables (chords). This change was
made because a vector in music word2vec space may not necessary be a chord, e.g.,
it could contain only one or two pitch classes. If the retrieved xd is not a chord that is
commonly recognized by music theory, we cannot verify whether it is a meaningful
analogy.
Figure 7a lists the angle in degrees between the I-V chord vectors in pairs of keys
(where the x-and y-axis indicate every key).
(a) (b)
Fig. 7: (a) Similarity matrix for the angle (in degrees) between I-V vectors in pairs of
keys (keys are indicated by the x-and y-axes) and (b) an illustration of the chord-pair
vectors and angles between them. Note that the angles between chord-pair vectors are
computed between adjacent chords; that is, the reader should not draw conclusions
about the relationship between non-adjacent chords from this diagram. In addition, it
should be noted that the lengths of the arrows were chosen to maximize the clarity of
the figure, and as such do not convey semantic meaning in of themselves.
For example, the value 121.3 in row C and column F is the degree between the
chord-pair vector C major-to-G major (I-V in C major) and the chord-pair vector F
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4 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 4.5 Music generation with word2vec slices
major-to-C major (I-V in F major). It is apparent that the numbers next to the diagonal
line, which represent keys a fifth apart, are significantly different from other numbers
in the matrix. To help the reader interpret the meaning of these highlighted numbers,
we illustrate the I-V chord-pair vectors with their angle between different keys in
Figure 7b. Note that Figure 7b almost mimics the circle-of-fifths, although it does not
perfectly fit all 12 keys in the projected 2D circle due to the multidimensional nature
of the underlying vectors. This again confirms that the relationships between keys in
the circle-of-fifths is reflected in the learned vector space, as the angles between I-V
chord-pair vectors all fall within a very specific range (108.8-121.3 degrees).
(a) i-v (b) I-vi
Fig. 8: Similarity matrix for the angle (in degrees) between chord-pair vectors, (a) i-v
and (b) I-vi, respectively, for pairs of minor keys (a) and for pairs of major keys (b).
Keys are listed along the x-and y-axes.
Figure 8 shows the similarity matrices for the angle between chord-pair vectors
i-v in pairs of minor keys and I-vi in pairs of major keys. One may observe that
Figure 8a also shows a different pattern along the diagonal line, implying that the
circle-of-fifths relationship is also learned in the music word2vec space for minor
keys. In contrast, the relationship between the tonic and its relative minor (I-vi) is
not maintained, as no significant patterns are observed in Figure 8b. It might be that
the I-vi chord-pair vector does not occur as frequently as the I-V vector or that the
context in which the I-vi chord-pair vector appears tends to be more diverse.
4.5 Music generation with word2vec slices
Because we have shown that word2vec is capable of recognizing different relation-
ships between chords in Section 4.2, we give an example of a potential application of
word2vec for music: music generation by means of substitutions. Systems that gen-
erate music by recommending alternative chords or pitches can be useful for com-
posers and amateurs to experiment with new ideas or that are not in their repertoire.
Music generation systems are also becoming popular to create music for commer-
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Algorithm 1: Finding the substitute slice for music generation
Input : s: input slice, W2Vs: slices in the word2vec vocabulary with their embeddings
Output : s: the substitute slice for s
Parameter: n: top n candidate slices
1 if s is not in W2Vs then
2 s← s;
3 end
4 else
5 // initializing arrays for the slice, cosine distance, pitch class score, and pitch class count of
the top n candidates (with 1 representing the same number of pitch classes compared to
original piece and 0 representing a different amount) ;
6 for i = 1...n do
7 slicen[i]←Inf;
8 distancen[i]←Inf;
9 scoren[i]←0;
10 countn[i]←0;
11 end
12 // finding the top/closest n slices to s;
13 foreach slice t in W2Vs do
14 if cosdis(s,t)<max(distancen) then
15 i← argmax(distancen);
16 slicen[i]← t;
17 distancen[i]← cosdis(s, t);
18 end
19 end
20 // calculating weights for the 12 pitch classes in array pitchclasses;
21 foreach pc in pitchclasses do
22 pc←0;
23 end
24 foreach slice t in slicen do
25 foreach note in t do
26 pitchclasses[note]← pitchclasses[note]+1
27 end
28 end
29 foreach pc in pitchclasses do
30 pc← pc/sum(pc)
31 end
32 // selecting s;
33 for i=1...n do
34 foreach note in slicen[i] do
35 scoren[i] = scoren[i]+pitchclasses[note]
36 end
37 scoren[i] = scoren[i]/(total number of pitch classes in slicen[i];
38 if number of pitch classes in slicen[i] == number of pitch classes in s then
39 countn[i] = 1;
40 end
41 end
42 // when no slices with same number of pitch classes are in top-n list;
43 if sum(countn)==0 then
44 i← argmax(scoren);
45 s← slicen[i];
46 end
47 // when there are slices with same number of pitch classes in the top-n list;
48 else
49 m←0;
50 j←0;
51 for i=1...n do
52 if countn[i]==1 and scoren[i] > m then
53 m← scoren[i];
54 j← i;
55 end
56 end
57 s← slicen[ j];
58 end
59 end
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cial applications (for example, see Jukedeck6). For a complete overview of current
state-of-the-art of music generation systems, the reader is referred to Herremans et al
[26].
Algorithm 1 describes the strategy that we propose for finding a substitute slice
for a given input slice using the trained word2vec model. Note that the pitches in
a slice may or may not represent a chord. If the input slice is not in the word2vec
vocabulary, the algorithm returns the original input slice as its own substitute (lines
1-3). Otherwise, it calculates the cosine distance between all slices in the vocabulary
and the input slice (lines 6-11). It then collects a list of n slices that are the closest to
the input, where n is an input parameter of the algorithm (lines 13-19). Because the
music considered in this study is tonal, the algorithm uses the top-n slices to calculate
a score for the 12 pitch classes, which can be used to infer the key. The score of a
particular pitch class is its normalized frequency of occurrence in the top-n slices
(lines 21-41).
As a design rule, we chose to preferentially substitute a slice with one containing
the same number of pitch classes. Therefore, we added a preference rule in the al-
gorithm: From the top-n slices, the algorithm selects the slice with the highest pitch
class scores among those with the same number of pitch classes. If none of the slices
in the top-n list have the same number of pitch classes as in the input slice, the algo-
rithm returns the slice with the highest pitch class score regardless of the number of
pitch classes (lines 38-40 and 42-57).
To show the effectiveness of the algorithm, we applied the algorithm to Chopin’s
Mazurka Op. 67 No. 4 and generated substitute slices for the first 30 beats. For the
input parameter n, we experimented with four settings for the top-n list: 1, 5, 10
and 20 slices. The details of the generated slices and their cosine distance to their
respective input slice can be found in Figure 10 in Appendix.
To illustrate the effect of using different values for n, we selected the beats for
which the substitute slice has a relatively short distance to the original, and then
depict them on the score, as shown in Figure 9. Three beats were selected: beats 2, 5,
and 28. As shown in Figure 10, the substitute slice for these three beats has a smaller
distance to the original compared to the other beats. In addition, the slice that the
model selects for substitution in the selected beats changes as n increases. For each
of the three highlighted beats in 9, we annotated the pitch classes in the original slice
(as shown in the score) and of the substitute slice, and calculated the cosine distance
between them (in parentheses). The most notable trend in Figure 9 is that the number
of out-of-key pitch classes decreases when the value of n increases. Because this
piece is in the key of A minor, pitch classes with sharps (#) or flats (b) are considered
to be outside of the key. When n = 20, none of the selected slices contain any sharps
or flats, which is surprising, as the cosine distance also increases when the value of n
increases.
Readers may listen to examples of the generated pieces online7. It should be noted
that our aim was not to create a full-fledged music generation system, but rather, to
illustrate how word2vec might be useful in a music generation context. Although
6 www.jukedeck.com/
7 http://sites.google.com/view/chinghuachuan/
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5 CONCLUSION
Fig. 9: Chopin Mazurka Op. 67 No. 4, with newly generated slices for three selected
beats. Each of these slices is annotated with the cosine distance of the best slice
(according to Algorithm 1) in a set of top-n lists.
we have only described one method for slice replacement above, there are numerous
ways in which one might appropriate word2vec for slice/chord replacement in music.
In future research, it would be interesting to explore how word embeddings, which,
as we have demonstrated, capture meaningful musical features, may be used as input
for other music generation models.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we explore whether a popular technique from computational linguis-
tics, word2vec, is useful for modeling music. More specifically, we implement a
skip-gram model with negative sampling to construct a semantic vector space for
complex polyphonic musical slices. We expand upon preliminary research from the
authors [24], and provide the first thorough examination of the kinds of semantic
information that word2vec is capable of capturing in music.
In our experiment, we trained a model on a large MIDI dataset consisting of mul-
tiple genres of polyphonic music. This allowed our dataset to be much larger and
more ecologically valid than what is traditionally used for music-based models. Al-
though previous preliminary research [27] explored the use of word2vec by modeling
92 labeled chords, the present work builds upon initial work by the authors [24] by
using a vocabulary of 4,076 complex polyphonic slices with no labels. In contrast
to many traditional music modeling approaches, such as convolutional neural net-
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works using a ‘piano roll’ representation, our representation does not encode any
musical information (e.g., intervals) within the slices. We sought to explore whether
word2vec is powerful enough to derive tonal and harmonic properties based solely
on the co-occurrence statistics of musical slices.
First, we found that tonal distance between chords is indeed reflected in the
learned vector space. For instance, as would be expected from music theory, the tonic
and dominant chords of a key (I and V) have smaller cosine distance than the tonic
and the second (I and II) chords. This shows that elements of tonal proximity are
captured by the model, which is striking, because the model received no explicit mu-
sical information about the semantic content of chords. Second, we observed that the
relationships between keys are reflected in our geometrical model: by transforming
Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier to all keys, we were able to verify that the cosine dis-
tance between the centroids of tonally-similar keys is much smaller than for tonally-
distant keys. Third, we observed that the angle between I-V chord vectors between
pairs of keys (e.g., G major to D major, Eb major to Bb major, etc) in vector space
is generally consistent with the circle-of-fifths. This suggests that the model was able
to extract fundamental harmonic relationships from the slices of music. In sum, not
only are tonal and harmonic relationships learned by our model over the course of
training, but the associations between keys are learned as well.
By extracting information about chords and chord relationships, the model’s learn-
ed representations highlight the building blocks of musical analogy. In the present
approach, musical analogy is defined as the semantic invariance of chord transitions,
such as I-V, across different keys. That is, similar translations (e.g., the angle between
chord-pair vectors) can be used to move between functional chords in different keys
because the angle between chord pairs (such as I-V) is preserved regardless of the
key. As we can see from the angle between chord-pair vectors across keys, the model
successfully learns the relationship between functional chords in different keys: the
angle between I-V and i-v chord-pair vectors is more consistent than for I-vi chord-
pair vectors across keys (see Figures 7 and 8).
Given the potential of word2vec to capture musical characteristics, we performed
an initial exploration of how a semantic vector space model may be used for music
generation. The approach we tested involved a new strategy for replacing musical
slices with tonally-similar slices based on word2vec cosine similarity. While it is not
within the scope of the current paper to explore the quality of the generated music,
our approach describes a new way in which word2vec could be a useful tool for future
automatic composition tools.
This paper demonstrates the promising capabilities of word2vec for modeling ba-
sic musical concepts. In the future, we plan to further explore word2vec’s ability to
model complex relationships by comparing it with mathematical models of tonality,
such as the one described in [11]. We also plan to combine word2vec with sequential
modeling techniques (e.g., recurrent neural networks) to model structural concepts
like musical tension [25]. The results of such studies could provide a new way of
capturing semantic similarity and compositional style in music. We will also con-
tinue to explore the use of word2vec in music generation by further investigating
aspects of music similarity and style. In future work, it would also be interesting to
investigate how word2vec may be integrated as an automatic feature extraction model
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into existing models, such as RNNs and LSTMs. This could be done, for instance, by
using the learned word2vec word embeddings as input for these models. The reader
is invited to further build upon the model of this project, which is available online.8
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A APPENDIX
A Appendix
Fig. 10: Generated slices and their cosine distance to the original slices from Chopin’s
Mazurka Op. 67 No. 4, using (a) top 1, (b) top 5, (c) top 10, and (d) top 20 slices
for the search in music word2vec space. Note that as the value of n increases (e.g.,
moving from figure (a) down to (d)), the number of pitches outside of the key (see
generated pitches in black) decreases.
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